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Spanish ballads. The versions were, for the most part, cut short,
since the book would be used as the libretto of polyphonic con-
certs. The nameless editor could not have anticipated that two
other collections would appear, a lustrum later, in Spain, and that
his venture would precipitate a landslide ending in the vast
Rotnancero General Nor did it stop there. The work of the six-
teenth century was to collect and preserve the traditional poetry in
these volumes and on flying leaves, and to augment the mass by
verses carved by Timoneda, Sepulveda, the 'Caesarean Knight',
and others from the general chronicles of Spain; but in the last
twenty years of that century and the first twenty of the next poets
of the highest order adorned and cultivated the genre. Gines Perez
de Hita poured new wine into old bottles, and fashioned the image
of Granadine chivalry, which dazzled Chateaubriand and Washing-
ton Irving. Into sentimental ballads Lope de Vega poured his
abundant vein; Gongora, more artful, was 'simplex munditiis' in
his Angelica andMedoro and the Spaniard in Oran\ Quevedo made
the ballad malicious and jocose. With 'romances', 'serranillas' and
many kinds of songs, Castilian prosody could not fall entirely under
the yoke of Italy. The art forms of the Middle Ages were aban-
doned readily; but beside those imported by Garcilaso and his
successors, there flourished the naive and spontaneous poetry of
the 'romances*. Inspiration and emotion could fill many moulds.
Emotion is in constant ebb and flow in the drama, and when this
was mirrored by changes of metre in the Lopean Theatre, there
were roundels for conversation, and 'romances* for the reports of
messengers; there were songs in simple stanzas, and only when the
poetic temperature rose steeply was it necessary (and natural) to
have recourse to the metres of Italy.
The Lopean Theatre leaned heavily on the ballads, which were
the sum of the nation's memories.1 The national epics, long since
extant only in the prose of forgotten chroniclers, survived frag-
mentariiy, but universally, in epical ballads. Ballads of the
Carolingian and Arthurian cycles provided Cervantes and Calderon
with the better part of their knowledge of chivalry. Ballads of
Peter the Cruel outlined the most tragic character known to Spain;
those of the Cid distinguished between the self-willed youth and
the prudent senior, who were the Don Juan and Don Quixote of
1 R. Men&idez Pidal, L'gpopee castillane a travers la Literature espagnole,
Paris, 1910.

